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Derivative free iterative method
Steffensen method
a b s t r a c t
For an equation f (x) = 0 having a multiple root of multiplicity m > 1 unknown, we
propose a transformation which converts the multiple root to a simple root of H(x) = 0.
The transformed function H(x) of f (x) with a small  > 0 has appropriate properties in
applying a derivative free iterative method to find the root. Moreover, there is no need to
choose a proper initial approximation. We show that the proposed method is superior to
the existing methods by several numerical examples.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We consider the problem of finding a multiple root p of multiplicitym > 1 of a nonlinear equation
f (x) = 0, (1)
on an interval (a, b). It is well known that, when the multiplicitym of the root is known, a modified Newton’s method such
as
xk+1 = xk −m f (xk)f ′(xk)
preserves the quadratic convergence order. Until recently several higher order iterative methods using derivatives of f (x)
and the known multiplicitym have been proposed in the literature [1–5].
If the multiplicity m is unknown, however, the straightforward Newton’s method does not preserve its original
convergence order. In fact, it results in a linear convergence with a rate of (m − 1)/m [6]. Traub [7] used a transformation
F(x) = f (x)/f ′(x) instead of f (x) for computing a multiple root of f (x) = 0. Then the problem of finding a multiple root
is reduced to the problem of finding a simple root of the transformed equation F(x) = 0, and thus any iterative method
can be used preserving its original convergence order. However, Newton’s method for this transformed equation requires
evaluations of the derivatives f ′(x) and f ′′(x).
To avoid evaluations of the derivatives with the multiplicity m unknown, King [8], Wu and Fu [9], Wu et al. [10], and
Parida and Gupta [11] presented transformations composed of various divided differences which reduce a multiple root of
the original equation to a simple root of a transformed equation G(x) = 0. Then a derivative free iterative method can be
applied. However, one may experience cases where the behavior of the transformed function G(x) is so pathological that
most higher order iterative methods fail to converge to the root.
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The objective of this paper is to develop an efficient method to find approximations of the root p and its multiplicity m,
without the evaluation of derivatives, which is available for a wide range of cases. This method is based on a transformation
H(x)which consists of amodified divided difference of f (x) and a real number  > 0 as defined in (8) in the next section. The
proposed transformation H(x) appears to be capable of improving unexpected features of the existing transformation G(x)
far from the root. In Section 3 we employ a derivative free iterative method for the transformed equation H(x) = 0 having
a simple root p which is a multiple root of the original equation f (x) = 0. Numerical experiments for several examples is
performed in Section 3 to show availability and efficiency of the presented method.
2. A new transformation
For an equation f (x) = 0 having a root p ∈ (a, b) ofmultiplicitym > 1,we assume that f (x) is continuously differentiable




δ + f (x+ f (x))− f (x) , if f (x) 6= 0,
0, if f (x) = 0,
(2)
with δ = sign {f (x+ f (x))− f (x)} f (x)2, which reduces the multiple zero p of f (x) to a simple zero of G(x). Then a
quadratically convergent modified Steffensen’s method [11,10] as follows is used.
xk+1 = xk − G(xk)
2
tG(xk)2 + G(xk + G(xk))− G(xk) , k ≥ 0, (3)
where the parameter t should be chosen such that the denominator is non-zero, for example, t = sign{G(xk+G(xk))−G(xk)}.
However, it should be noted that the transformation G(x) in (2) may have unexpected problems far from the root p as
follows:
i. When
f (ξ + f (ξ))− f (ξ) = 0 (4)
for some a < ξ < bwith ξ 6= p, the function G(x) becomes
G(x) ∼ 1
sign {f (x+ f (x))− f (x)}
for x near ξ so that G(x) has a jump discontinuity between−1 and 1 at x = ξ .
ii. When
|f (η + f (η))| = ∞ (5)
for some a < η < b, G(x) has an undesirable zero η of G(x).
The aforementioned problems i and ii can often happen when the range of x+ f (x) passes over the given interval (a, b).
For instance we consider two functions given in [11] as
f1(x) = (x− 2)
4
(x− 1)2 + 1 , 0 ≤ x ≤ 3
f2(x) = (1− x)2 tan (pix/4) , 0.6 ≤ x ≤ 1.9.
(6)
Fig. 1(b) illustrates that the transformed function G(x) of f1(x) via the formula (2) has a discontinuity ξ ≈ 0.44, which is a
root of Eq. (4). For f2(x) the related transformed function G(x) has three discontinuities, that is, roots of Eq. (4):
ξ1 ≈ 1.74, ξ2 ≈ 1.85, ξ3 ≈ 1.90
as well as three undesirable zeros of G(x) satisfying Eq. (5):
η1 ≈ 1.48, η2 ≈ 1.80, η3 ≈ 1.88
This implies that the existing Newton-like iterative methods such as (3) would fail to converge when the initial guess is not
properly chosen or some iterate xk is located on the troublesome region within the given interval.
In this paper, to overcome the problems of the existing transformation mentioned above, we propose a new
transformation of f (x) as
H(x) = f (x)
2
f (x+ f (x))− f (x) (7)
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(a) fi(x). (b) G(x). (c) H(x).
Fig. 1. Graphs of fi(x), i = 1, 2, and their transformations G(x) in (2) and H(x) in (7).
for  > 0. The role of  is to prevent the function H(x) from having unexpected problems such as discontinuities and
undesirable zeros which occasionally appear in the existing transformations.
Theorem 1. Suppose an equation f (x) = 0 has a root p of multiplicity m > 1 on an interval (a, b) and assume that
f (x) ∈ C1(α, β) and f ′(x) 6= 0 on (α, β) \ {p}, for some α and β such that α < a < b < β . Then we have:
(1) For any  > 0, p is a simple root of a transformed equation H(x) = 0 with H ′(p) = 1m .
(2) For some  > 0 such that x+ f (x) ∈ (α, β) for all x ∈ (a, b), H(x) is a continuous function having a unique simple zero p
on the interval (a, b).
Proof. By the mean value theorem,
f (x+ f (x))− f (x) = f (x)f ′(x+ t · f (x))
for some 0 < t < 1, and thus from (7) we have
H(x) = f (x)f ′(x+ t · f (x))
for any  > 0. On the other hand we may write f (x) as
f (x) = (x− p)mg(x)
with g(x) 6= 0 on the interval (a, b). Then for any x near the root p
H(x) ∼ f (x)f ′(x) =
(x− p)g(x)
mg(x)+ (x− p)g ′(x)
and H ′(p) = 1m , which proves the assertion (1).
Under the additional assumptions that x+ f (x) ∈ (α, β) for all x ∈ (a, b) and that f ′(x) 6= 0 on (α, β) \ {p}, it follows
that f ′(x+ t · f (x)) 6= 0 for all x ∈ (a, b) \ {p}. Thus the representation
H(x) = f (x)f ′(x+ t · f (x))
implies that H(x) is continuous on (a, b). Furthermore, p is a unique simple zero of H(x) since
∣∣f ′(x+ t · f (x))∣∣ <∞ for
all x ∈ (a, b). This completes the proof. 
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Table 1
Numerical results of the existing method using the formulas (2) and (3) for various initial guesses (x0).
Examples Iterations Errors |xk − p|
k x0 = a (a+ b)/2 b
f1(x) = 0 6 n.c. 3.5× 10
−27 3.2× 10−18
7 4.5× 10−54 1.1× 10−35




f3(x) = 0 – n.c. n.c. n.c.




Under the assumptions given in Theorem 1 with α = a − δ and β = b + δ for some δ > 0, we take  such that






max{|f (a)|, |f (b)|} . (8)
Then the range of x+ f (x) on (a, b) is included in (α, β), and thus the property (2) of Theorem 1 holds. Therefore the new
transformation H in (7), with  chosen by (8), can solve the problems possibly arising in using the transformation G(x)
in (2).
Setting δ = 10−3, for example, we can observe that the transformations H of the functions f1(x) and f2(x) defined in (6)
have proper behaviors without any discontinuities nor the undesirable zeros on each given interval (see Fig. 1(c)).
3. A derivative free iterative method and numerical examples
Recently, in [12], the author proposed a quadratically convergent iterativemethod for finding a simple root of an equation
g(x) = 0 which can be simplified as
xk+1 = xk − 2(xk − xk−1)g(xk)g(2xk − xk−1)− g(xk−1) , k ≥ 0, (9)
with x−1 = a and x0 = (a+ b)/2.
Applying the iterative method (9) to the new transformed equation H(x) = 0, we have
xk+1 = xk − 2(xk − xk−1)H(xk)H(2xk − xk−1)− H(xk−1) , k ≥ 0. (10)
In addition, referring to formula H ′(p) = 1m in Theorem 1(1), we can estimate the multiplicity of the root p by
mk+1 = xk+1 − xkH(xk+1)− H(xk) , k ≥ 0. (11)
To show the availability of the presented method we consider the following examples.
f1(x) = (x− 2)
4
(x− 1)2 + 1 = 0, 0 ≤ x ≤ 3
f2(x) = (1− x)2 tan (pix/4) = 0, 0.6 ≤ x ≤ 1.9
f3(x) = tan−1(x)− x+ x
3
3
= 0, −6 ≤ x ≤ 2
f4(x) = |x− 1| 52 ex = 0, 0 ≤ x ≤ 3.
For these examplesmentioned abovewe carry out the existingmethod and the proposedmethod using the programming
package Mathematica V.6 with 900 digits of precision. In implementation of the existing method in (3) the parameter t is
chosen as t = sign {G(xk + G(xk))− G(xk)}.
Numerical results of the existingmethod ((2) and (3)) for the examples are given in Table 1. Therein the term ‘‘n.c.’’ means
the non-convergence of the iterates until the maximum iteration number kmax = 100. One can see that the existing method
fails to obtain convergent iterates when the initial guess x0 is not appropriately chosen.
Numerical results of the presented method ((7), (10) and (11)), with δ = 10−3 in (8), are given in Table 2. In the last
column the approximate multiplicities are indicated up to the 16 significant decimal digits. The table shows that the new
method is available for all the examples and it requires small iteration numbers to have sufficiently accurate approximations
to the roots aswell as themultiplicities.Moreover there is no need to consider the problemof choosing a proper initial guess.
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Table 2
Numerical results of the presented method using the formulas (7), (10) and (11), where  is chosen by (8) with δ = 10−3 .
Examples Iterations Errors Multiplicities
k |xk − p| |fi(xk)| mk
3 5.1× 10−5 3.5× 10−18 3.99136844053653
f1(x) = 0 4 9.0× 10−10 3.2× 10−37 3.99994855111765
(m = 4) 5 3.5× 10−19 7.4× 10−75 3.99999999910444
6 4.8× 10−38 2.6× 10−150 4.
3 2.5× 10−4 6.4× 10−8 1.974012969281205
f2(x) = 0 4 9.0× 10−8 8.2× 10−15 1.999602791096341
(m = 2) 5 1.0× 10−14 9.9× 10−29 1.999999858053356
6 1.3× 10−28 1.4× 10−56 1.999999999999984
3 4.5× 10−4 8.6× 10−8 4.995920684932228
f3(x) = 0 4 3.6× 10−7 3.6× 10−18 4.999999712417381
(m = 5) 5 2.0× 10−14 1.2× 10−33 4.999999999999818
6 7.4× 10−28 7.2× 10−70 5.
3 9.0× 10−8 6.5× 10−18 2.500590742097819
f4(x) = 0 4 1.8× 10−15 3.7× 10−37 2.500000089504546
(m = 52 ) 5 1.1× 10−30 2.8× 10−75 2.500000000000002
6 1.1× 10−61 1.1× 10−152 2.5
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